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Abstract 

For the first time, the investigation on gamma arsenene (GAs) nanosheet towards its 

structural firmness and electronic properties are scrutinized. We observed GAs nanosheet 

possesses semiconductor nature with band gap of 1.39 eV. Moreover, we used GAs nanosheet as 

a sensing substrate for vomiting agents, namely, diphenylchloroarsine (DA) and 

diphenylcyanoarsine (DC) molecules. Based on variation in band gap, Bader charge transfer, and 

adsorption energy we investigated the interaction of vomiting agents on GAs nanosheet. Also, the 

changes in the electronic characteristics of GAs nanosheets are observed with regard to the 

projected-density of states spectrum and band structure analysis. The findings show the evidence 

that novel GAs nanosheets can be used as a sensing medium for vomiting agents. 

Keywords: Gamma arsenene; Nanosheet; Vomiting agents; Adsorption; Charge transfer
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays two-dimensional (2D) materials are widely used in next-generation electronic 

devices. Moreover, researchers are focusing on new 2D materials such as silicene, germanene, 

phosphorene, arsenene, and antimonene [1-5]. Besides, the electronic properties completely differ 

from bulk material compared to 2D materials. Hence, the electronic properties are fine-tuned based 

on allotropes, edge border effects, functionalization, and doping effects [6-9]. Furthermore, 

phosphorene exhibit different polymorphs such as α, β, γ, δ, λ, etc. Black phosphorene possesses 

a tunable band gap between 0.3 to 2 eV. Among the 2D group VA materials black phosphorene 

have been successfully synthesized [10, 11]. The monolayer arsenene also exhibit puckered and 

buckled form. From the previous reports using first-principles calculation, several allotropes of 

arsenic were predicted including γ-As, ε-As, δ-As, η-As, θ-As, and ζ-As [12]. Besides, δ-As, ε-As, 

γ-As possesses a honeycomb structure. In contrast, η-As and ζ-As comprise of V4 structure and θ-

As exhibit V5 pentagon structure [12]. Moreover, α-As and β-As have been widely studied, 

whereas other allotropes of arsenic are not studied so far.  Furthermore, the shear and mechanical 

exfoliation lead to the synthesis of monolayer and few-layer arsenene [13]. Arsenene exhibits 

novel properties such as improved carrier mobility, wide band gap, sensitive to the electric field, 

magnetic field, and light stimuli. Besides, the layered materials are widely used in optoelectronics, 

chemical catalyst, nanoelectronic devices, energy conversion devices, and in chemical and 

biosensors [14, 15]. The fascinating electronic properties of γ-As turns our attention to this 

proposed research work. Zhang et al. [14] reported seven different allotropes of arsenene and 

antimonene. The authors in this report focused on optical, electronic, and thermodynamic 

properties of antimonene and arsenene. Besides; we further performed the studies on the electronic 

characteristics of gamma-arsenene nanosheet [GAs]. Pooja Jamdagni et al. [12] studied the 
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allotropes of arsenene focusing on its anisotropic carrier mobility. The authors studied eight 

allotropes of arsenene with regard to energetics, mechanical properties, and phonon spectra. The 

findings reveal that different allotropes of arsenene are semiconductors with varying band gap 

ranging from 1eV to 2.5eV. Yuanfeng Xu et al. [16] studied first-principles calculations on 

different allotropes of arsenene and the reports reveal that only β- and α-arsenene are more stable 

in structure. Jun Zhao et al. [17] studied tunable electronic structures of two-dimensional arsenene 

based materials with its potential applications. Kui Mi et al. [18] studied the effects of layer-

stacking on bilayer arsenene. The electronic properties of arsenene are tuned by four layer-stacking 

such as AA-, AB-, AB'-, and AC-stacking based on first-principles. Martin Pumera group [19] 

reported about the electronic properties of bulk allotropes of arsenic, antimony, and bismuth. 

Furthermore, the size effects, doping effects are explored along with structural stability. Gul 

Rahman et al. [20] investigated the structure and topological phase transition owing to compressive 

and tensile strain on arsenene. Chunyan Xu et al. [21] studied magnetic, structural stability of 

nonmetallic atom doped, and the vacancy created buckled arsenene based on the first-principles 

study. 

Vomiting agents are one class of chemical warfare agents. Diphenylchloroarsine (DA) is 

one of the highly toxic vomiting agents, which is organo arsenic compound with the chemical 

formula of (C6H5)2AsCl. The beneficial aspect of DA is that it is used in the preparation of 

diphenylarsenic compounds. In World War-I, DA is used as a chemical weapon. Besides, DA can 

penetrate through a gas mask and cause severe sneezing, and coughing. The severe exposure of 

DA leads to headaches, sneezing, coughing, salivation, and vomiting [22]. The other harmful 

vomiting agent is Diphenylcyanoarsine (DC) is also one of the hazardous vomiting agents used in 

World War-I,  it causes acute nausea, headache, and vomiting leading to pulmonary edema [23]. 
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The presence of DA and DC has to be monitored in the atmosphere. We studied the adsorption 

properties of various gas/vapors on arsenene nanotubes, nanosheets, and nanoribbons [24-28]. 

Owing to the toxicity of DA and DC molecules there is a need for chemical nanosensors for rapid 

detection. The novel aspect of the proposed research is GAs nanosheets are used as a sensing 

element to detect vomiting agents.  

2. Computational methods 

The geometric and electronic features of GAs nanosheets are studied based on density 

functional theory (DFT). We utilized the ATK-VNL package to study the interaction behavior of 

DA and DC on GAs nanosheet [29]. During the investigation, we applied empirical correction of 

Grimme DFT-D2 along with B86LYP exchange-correlation functional in the framework of GGA 

[30, 31]. Further, the Brillouin zone is sampled with 15 x 15 x 1 mesh for GAs nanosheet using 

the Monkhorst-Pack grid [32]. We used a supercell size of 5x5x1 for the proposed GAs sheet and 

a double-ζ-polarization basis set is utilized in the calculation. Moreover, the energy convergence 

and Hellmann–Feynman forces are kept at 10-6 eV and 10-3 eV/Å, respectively [33, 34]. A vacuum 

padding of 16 Å is set between the successive layers to exclude the interaction of fields between 

GAs layers. The mesh cutoff of kinetic energy is kept as 550 eV during the geometrical 

optimization of GAs sheet.

3. Outcomes and discussion 

3.1. Structure of gamma arsenene sheet and its electronic properties

The monolayer GAs contains arsenic atoms, which is constructed from Pmmn space group 

(No. 59), the lattice constant of the GAs sheet is observed to be a=3.46 Å and b=5.84 Å. Fig.1 

illustrates the schematic diagram of GAs sheet in top and side views. Besides, the obtained lattice 

constant of GAs sheet is in coincidence with already reported work [14]. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of gamma arsenene nanosheet.

 

First of all, the stability of GAs is to be ensured. For that purpose, we calculated the 

formation energy of GAs sheet based on the formula given below [35, 36]. 

𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 =  (𝟏/𝒑)[𝑬(𝑮𝑨𝒔) ― 𝒑𝑬(𝑨𝒔)]

where ‘p’ refers to the total number of arsenic atoms in GAs nanosheet, E(GAs), and E(As) 

illustrates the corresponding energy of bare GAs and isolated arsenic atom. The formation energy 

for GAs nanosheet is calculated to be -5.569 eV/atom. The large negative magnitude infers that 

GAs sheet is geometrically stable. Table 1 shows the cohesive formation energy of gamma 

phosphorene along with various allotropes of arsenene including α-, β-, ε-, and kagome-lattice. 

Based on the optimizing condition and allotropes, the stability of the arsenene nanosheet differs. 

In addition, to confirm the dynamical stability of GAs, phonon-band-maps (Pmaps) is calculated and 

displayed in Fig. S1 (supporting file). From the observation, only the real frequencies are noticed 

in Pmaps, which validates that GAs is dynamically stable.
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Table 1. Comparison of cohesive formation energy of various allotropes of arsenene nanosheet. 

Nanostructure Allotropes
Formation 

Energy 
(eV/atom)

Ref

ε-As -3.454 [37]
β-As -7.382 [38]

Kagome-
As -7.211 [24]

α-As -4.262 [26]
γ-As -4.8309 [14]
α-As -4.8595 [14]
β-As -4.7957 [14]
γ-As 3.13 [12]

Arsenene
Nanosheet

γ-As -5.569 Present 
work

We next scrutinized the electronic properties of GAs sheets based on the projected-density of states 

(PDOS) and band structure spectrum. It is already known that PDOS and bands spectrum gives 

the complete picture with regard to GAs nanosheet base material [39-42]. Moreover, the energy 

gap of GAs nanosheet is estimated along the Γ-point in the band spectrum. It is noticed that the 

energy gap of 1.39 eV is observed for GAs sheet based on the GGA/B86LYP level of theory. The 

PDOS and band structure spectrum of GAs nanosheet is shown in Fig. 2. We noticed sharp 

orientation peaks along with the energy levels of 1.5 to 3 eV in the conduction band of GAs sheet 

base material. What is the inference from PDOS and band structure spectrum of GAs nanosheet? 

The calculation reveals that the band gap refers to the semiconductor nature and the peaks noticed 

in the conduction band of the PDOS spectrum reveals the use of GAs nanosheet as a substrate 

material for the sensing vomiting agents. Moreover, our main concentration of the proposed work 

is to explore the adsorption behavior of vomiting agents on stable GAs. Thus, to further ensure the 

mechanical as well as the thermal stability of the chief component we studied mechanical and 

thermal stability of GAs sheet.  
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Fig. 2 PDOS and band structure maps of isolated GAs nanosheet (Fermi level energy is set to 

zero).

The mechanical stability for the orthorhombic GAs was estimated and the observation on all the 

nine possible elastic constants is found to be real (positive) and meet the Born criterion [43, 44]. 

Table 2 contains the computed elastic constants of orthorhombic GAs. The elastic stability 

condition for the orthorhombic crystal is as follows [45].

, ,𝐶𝑖𝑖 > 0 (𝑖 = 1,4,5,6) 𝐶11𝐶22 ― 𝐶2
12 > 0

𝐶11𝐶22𝐶33 + 2𝐶12𝐶13𝐶23 ― 𝐶11𝐶2
23 ― 𝐶22𝐶2

13 ― 𝐶33𝐶2
12 > 0

It is evident that the computational elastic constants of GAs satisfy the elastic stability condition, 

making the orthorhombic GAs mechanically stable.

Table 2 The elastic constants Cij (GPa) of orthorhombic GAs nanosheet under 0 GPa pressure.

Nanostructure C11 C12 C13 C22 C23 C33 C44 C55 C66
Orthorhombic 

GAs 664 211.58 113.15 411.27 261.55 506.15 91.14 103.17 175.76

Next the thermal stability of GAs nanosheet is studied with the influence of ab-initio molecular 

dynamics (AIMD) simulations at the temperature of 500 K, and the resultant 0 K optimization of 
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AIMD output of GAs structure for the orthorhombic GAs structure remained topologically same 

[46]. Figure S2 shows the AIMD output geometry of GAs nanosheet at 500 K. The outcome brings 

out that the orthorhombic 2D GAs nanosheet is not thermally stable at 500 K. Moreover, the bond 

breaking is observed during the AIMD simulation (kindly see the .gif file in supporting 

information). Further, the proposed structure is a 2D material, so obviously the structural 

deformation takes place at a higher temperature (500 K). From the results of formation energy, 

phonon-bands-maps, and elastic constants of the chief component GAs nanosheet, it is evident that 

GAs sheet is structurally stable at ambient conditions, which can be utilized as a base substrate for 

the chemi-resistive sensor. 

3.2. Vomiting agent adsorption studies on gamma arsenene sheets 

Before going into the adsorption studies, we identified the prominent adsorption sites of 

DA and DC on GAs nanosheet. Based on the previous work, we adsorbed DA and DC on GAs 

nanosheet with respect to the binding energy versus the distance between the target molecule and 

the gamma and GAs sheet [47, 48]. Only for three sites i.e. bridge, top and valley sites the 

adsorption is prominent for DA on GAs nanosheet, which is named as orientation 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively. Likewise, we depict the adsorption of DC on GAs nanosheet as orientation 4, 5, and 

6, respectively. The adsorption behavior of DA and DC on GAs sheet is characterized by the 

adsorption energy Ead [49-52]. We calculated the adsorption energy based on the formula as given 

below 

𝐸𝑎𝑑 = [𝐸(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥) ― 𝐸(𝐷𝐴 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝐶) ― 𝐸(𝐺𝐴𝑠) + 𝐵𝑆𝑆𝐸]

where E(complex ) illustrates the energy of DA or DC interacted  GAs nanosheet. E(DA or DC) 

and E(GAs) represent the respective energy of DA or DC target molecules and GAs nanosheet. 

Utilizing the Boys-Bernadi counterpoise method, we ascertained the basis set superposition error 
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(BSSE) to ignore the overlap effects on basis function. Fig. 3a-f represents orientation 1 to 6, 

respectively. The corresponding Ead of orientations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 are computed to be -0.400, -

0.301, -0.816, -0.436, -0.364 and -0.694 eV. It is clearly revealed that the small value (<-1.00 eV) 

with a negative magnitude of Ead is found upon the interaction of DA and DC molecule on GAs 

nanosheet, which encompasses the adsorption nature, i.e. physisorption. Based on the adsorption 

energy results, we found the value of adsorption energy as negative that proves the exothermic 

nature of adsorption of both DA and DC on GAs sheet [53]. Besides, the magnitude of adsorption 

energy shows that the adsorption of the target molecule is owing to van der Waals type of forces 

acting between DA/DC and GAs sheet. Moreover, orientation 3 and orientation 6 belong to the 

valley site adsorption, which shows the higher values of adsorption energy. Why? On the valley 

site adsorption the DA and DC molecules interaction is found to be prominent.

Fig. 3 (a) Physisorption of DA on bridge site of GAs – orientation 1.
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Fig. 3 (b) Physisorption of DA on top site of GAs – orientation 2.

Fig. 3 (c) Physisorption of DA on valley site of GAs – orientation 3.
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Fig. 3 (d) Physisorption of DC on bridge site of GAs – orientation 4.

Fig. 3 (e) Physisorption of DC on top site of GAs – orientation 5.
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Fig. 3 (f) Physisorption of DC on valley site of GAs – orientation 6.

Furthermore, the vomiting agent molecules easily get detached from GAs sheet due to weak 

adsorption, which turns the GAs base material suitable for the next cycle of operation. Table 3 

contains the significant parameters for studying the interaction behavior of DA and DC molecule 

on GAs nanosheet. During the physisorption process, the charge transfer occurs between DA/DC 

and GAs sheet [54-57]. Besides, the Bader charge transfer shows a positive value. Moreover, the 

value of charge transfer is found to be more for DA adsorption rather than DC adsorption that can 

cause remarkable alteration on the conductivity of GAs nanosheet [58]. The value of higher charge 

transfer from DA is governed by the presence of chlorine in DA. Thus, GAs nanosheet accepts the 

electrons from DA/DC molecules and it possesses the property of acceptor. The target molecules 

DA or DC resemble the donor characteristics, which are revealed from charge transfer analysis 

[59]. 
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Table 3. Adsorption energy (Ead), Bader charge transfer (Q), energy gap (Eg), and average energy 
gap variation (Eg

a) of DA and DC adsorbed GAs nanosheet.

Gamma arsenene with 
various orientation

Ead 
(eV)

Q
(e)

Eg 
(eV)

Eg
a 

(%)
Gamma arsenene - - 1.390 -

Orientation 1 -0.400 0.246 0.186 86.62
Orientation 2 -0.301 0.306 0.194 86.04
Orientation 3 -0.816 0.348 0.193 86.12
Orientation 4 -0.436 0.156 0.236 83.02
Orientation 5 -0.364 0.032 0.148 89.35
Orientation 6 -0.694 0.142 0.241 82.66

 

The next parameter to highlight the adsorption characteristics is the average energy gap Eg
a 

variation [59-64]. Moreover, for all orientations the variation in Eg
a is found to be significant. 

Furthermore, Eg
a variations show the chemiresistive nature of GAs nanosheets. Besides, the 

conductivity variation happens during adsorption and desorption of vomiting agents on GAs 

nanosheets. The other important parameters to ascertain the adsorption property is valued using 

band structure and DOS spectrum [65, 66]. Moreover, the value of energy bandgap of GAs 

nanosheet gets modulated due to adsorption of DA and DC, which is similar to the obtained results 

on the adsorption of NO and NO2 by the Black arsenene [67]. Fig. 4a-c illustrates the bandgap 

changes along the gamma point. The band gap changes for all the sites upon adsorption of target 

molecules are almost same, which is 0.186, 0.194, and 0.193 eV for orientation 1 - 3, respectively. 

Also, the adsorption of DC exhibits a variation in the energy gap of GAs nanosheet to 0.236, 0.148, 

and 0.241 eV for orientation 4-6, respectively as displayed in Fig. 4d-f. Besides, the interaction of 

DA and DC upon GAs nanosheets clearly shows the variation in the peaks compared with the DOS 

spectrum of isolated GAs nanosheet. Besides, in contrast to the isolated GAs sheet PDOS spectrum 

(Fig. 2), sharp peaks are observed for DA and DC adsorbed GAs nanosheet (Fig. 4a-f). The sharp 

peak in the PDOS spectrum of adsorbed GAs sheets is attributed to the fact owing to the adsorption 
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of DA and DC molecules. Moreover, due to the physisorption of DA and DC molecules on GAs 

sheet sharp peaks are noticed in various energy levels in the valence band (VB) and the conduction 

band (CB) of GAs sheets. Besides, the orbital hybridization of p-orbital of arsenic atoms in GAs 

sheet with the DA and DC molecules the peaks are observed. The contribution of p-orbital to total 

DOS (TDOS) is found to be significant. However, the electronic configuration of arsenic is [Ar] 

3d10 4s2 4p3. Hence, the influence of s-orbital and d-orbital is lesser than the contribution of p-

orbital towards the TDOS spectrum. 

Fig. 4 (a) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 1. (Fermi level energy is set to zero).

Fig. 4 (b) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 2.
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Fig. 4 (c) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 3.

Fig. 4 (d) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 4.

Fig. 4 (e) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 5.
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Fig. 4 (f) PDOS and band structure maps – orientation 6.

Furthermore, the electron density plays a major role to study the electronic properties upon 

adsorption of DA or DC on GAs nanosheets [68-71]. The electron density diagram is represented 

in Fig. 5a, 5b, and 5c for isolated GAs sheet, DA adsorbed GAs sheets and DC adsorbed GAs 

nanosheets, respectively. Moreover, the change in the electron density of adsorbed GAs nanosheet 

can be observed by the change in the color gradient along the GAs nanosheets due to the adsorption 

of target molecules. Thus, based on the electron density, DOS spectrum, and band structure 

analysis, we noticed the change in the electronic properties of GAs nanosheets owing to the 

adsorption of DA or DC molecules. The insights on the adsorption characteristics of vomiting 

agents on GAs sheets are illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Electron difference density (EDD) of isolated GAs nanosheet.

Fig. 5 (b) EDD – orientation 1, 2, & 3.
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Fig. 5 (c) EDD – orientation 4, 5, & 6.

Fig. 6 Perception of the interaction behavior of vomiting agents on GAs sheets.
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4. Concluding remarks 

Based on the DFT theory, we studied the electronic characteristics of gamma arsenene 

nanosheet and interaction properties of DA and DC molecules. Moreover, the formation energy is 

recorded as -5.569 eV/atom. Also, the thermal and mechanical stability of GAs sheet is studied 

and found to be stable at ambient conditions.  Besides, we identified three global minima sites, 

namely, top, bridge, and valley sites upon adsorption of DA and DC on GAs nanosheets. The 

adsorption characteristics have conversed with regard to charge transfer, variation in band gap of 

GAs sheets, and adsorption energy. Moreover, we recognized the physisorption type of adsorption 

of DA and DC molecules on GAs sheets, which makes GAs sheets reversible after the desorption 

of target molecules. The electronic characteristics such as electron density change, PDOS, and 

band structure maps record the fingerprint of DA and DC interaction on GAs nanosheets. Thus, 

the outcome discloses that GAs nanosheets can be used as a sensing medium for vomiting agents. 

The future perspective gives the direction that novel GAs nanosheets can be used as a base 

substrate for chemical sensors.  
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Research Highlights

 Gamma Arsenene (GAs) nanosheets are constructed and stability of sheet is ensured

 The energy band gap of 1.39 eV is observed for GAs sheets and used as base material to adsorb 
vomiting agents

 Vomiting agents such as diphenylchloroarsine (DA) and diphenylcyanoarsine (DC) are physisorbed 
on GAs nanosheet

 The outcome discloses that GAs sheets are suitable to adsorb vomiting agents
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